Quiz Instructions

- Use black or dark-blue pen for Scantrons (not pencils)
- Only PID and your name is needed
- If you want to change your answer on Scantron:
Heuristic Evaluations

Scott Klemmer
Sit with your studio
(paper signs around lecture hall)
Quiz 2

- 8 mins for quiz
- Don’t start quiz until instructed to
If it beeps, make it quiet
Announcements

• If you’re having group problems, let your TA know privately THIS WEEK
• Mid-quarter evaluations
• Design Tips:
  • Need finding never ends
  • All design is redesign
Class HE
Walkthrough
HEs of Websites

• Google Form: https://tinyurl.com/inClassHE
• Go to each website instructed in the Google Form and conduct HEs based on the question asked
A4 HE Time
A4 Heuristic Evaluation Steps

• Step 1: (Team) Practice walkthroughs of your prototype
• Step 2: (Team) Receive 3 HEs from your assigned evaluators
• Step 3: (Individual) Evaluate another group’s prototypes
• Step 4: (Individual) Meet with the other evaluators of your evaluation group to make a joint usability statement
A4 Heuristic Evaluations

• Use this time to either evaluate your assigned group’s prototypes or meet with your other evaluators